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Abstract

consider this to be a white-box attack where the algorithm of the
trust model is public. Previous work [8] has indicated that a feature representation suitable for gender recognition also carries a
significant amount of speaker dependent information. Considering this, we propose to use Siamese training [9] to obtain a
privacy-preserving feature representation that serves the aforementioned gender recognition task and at the same time protects
against speaker identification attacks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We discuss the relation to prior work, we afterwards describe the trust
and threat models including the Siamese training procedure, followed by a description of the neural network architecture used,
the experimental layout and wrapping up with conclusions.

In this paper we propose a deep neural-network-based feature
extraction scheme with the purpose of reducing the privacy risks
encountered in speaker classification tasks. For this we choose
a challenging scenario where we wish to perform gender recognition but at the same time prevent an attacker who has intercepted the features to perform speaker identification. Our approach is to employ Siamese training in order to obtain a feature representation that minimizes the Euclidean distance between same gender speakers while maximizing it for different
gender speakers. It is experimentally shown that the obtained
effect is of anonymizing speakers from the same gender class
and thus drastically reducing privacy risks while still permitting
class discrimination with a higher accuracy than other previously investigated methods.
Index Terms: privacy, utility, machine learning, privacy preservation, privacy attack, inference attack, trust model, threat
model, feature extraction

2. Relation to prior work
The concept of privacy-preserving feature extraction has been
investigated by the authors in [8] where adversarial training was
used to control the trade-off between gender recognition and
speaker identification. An attacker-independent, more generalized approach was further pursued in [10] where variational
information was used in order to limit the amount of information exposed by the feature representation. Although both approaches provided good results, they failed to completely remove all speaker identity characteristics without strongly impacting gender recognition. One possible factor may be the insufficient degrees of freedom of the feature representation as
indicated by [11].
Our proposed solution is inspired by Siamese networks
which were first introduced in the framework of signature verification [9] and which function by forcing the feature representation of similar input variables to lie in close Euclidean proximity while distancing dissimilar input variable representations.
This concept has been recently used by [12] in the context of
privacy-preserving video processing for mobile analytics. As
far as the authors are aware, at the time of writing this paper,
there is no previous investigation on using Siamese training for
privacy-preserving audio feature extraction.

1. Introduction
Recent advances in machine learning (ML) coupled with the expansion of computational resources have propelled ML-based
solutions to an omnipresent component of modern day devices
and services. Besides the obvious contribution to fostering multidisciplinary progress, ML and associated data collection efforts also entail inherent privacy and security risks, the study of
which, albeit nascent, has gathered increasing importance [1].
This paper will exemplify the privacy risks resulting from
the use of advanced ML methods for audio signal classification by proposing a challenging example based on conflicting
goals. We address the issue of an attacker intercepting features
extracted using a deep neural network (DNN) for the task of
speaker gender recognition and trying to use them for a more
privacy-invasive task like speaker identification. Recognizing
the gender of a speaker has received increasing attention in the
context of gender equality measures [2, 3] where DNN-based
solutions are considered state of the art [4]. At the same time
the General Data Protection Regulation [5] encourages the use
of privacy by design when handling personal data [6], thus motivating our current approach.
As mentioned in [7], a systems’s privacy can be measured
w.r.t. the adversarial goals that it was designed to defend against,
thus we will regard privacy here as being related to the performance of speaker identification experiments. By employing the
privacy taxonomy terms introduced by [7], we can frame our
proposed scenario as follows: the trust model is a DNN designed to perform speaker gender recognition; the threat model
or attacker is a DNN designed to perform speaker identification
using intercepted features; as the envisioned attack happens after the network has been already trained and deployed, we will
refer to it as an inference attack through feature interception; we
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3. Trust versus threat model
3.1. System description
We first present an overview of the proposed system after which,
in the following subsections, we characterize its constituting
parts. As also depicted in Figure 1, the trust model consists
of a feature extraction block f and a gender recognizer block g.
The former transforms the low-level feature representation X,
expressed by feature vectors x into the high-level feature representation Z expressed by feature vectors z. The feature extraction block f is composed of a number of G convolutional neural
network (CNN) groups cj with weights and biases parameters
Φc , where j ∈ [1, G]. Each CNN group cj is in turn composed
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single neural network, the feature extractor f , where the two input vectors are now processed sequentially and their Euclidean
distance is then optimized. The effects are obviously identical.
We refer to the two low-level feature vector inputs as being similar if they belong to the same gender class (e.g., from two male
or two female speakers) and dissimilar if they belong to different gender classes (e.g., from one male and one female speaker).
The contrastive loss function to be minimized upon training is:


min EY ∼p(Y ) (1 − Y )ǫ2 + Y (max(0, marg − ǫ)2 ) (1)
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Figure 1: Flow chart of Siamese privacy-preserving feature extraction for gender recognition vs. speaker identification.

where ǫ = kz1 − z2 k2 is the Euclidean distance between two
resulting high-level feature vectors z1 and z2 , and Y is a binary
variable indicating whether the input pair (x1 , x2 ) is similar or
dissimilar. The maximum inter-class Euclidean distance is controlled by marg. In traditional Siamese network implementations, during inference, ǫ is compared with a marg/2 threshold:

ǫ ≤ marg/2 then z1 and z2 are similar
. (2)
ǫ > marg/2 then z1 and z2 are dissimilar

of a batch normalization layer followed by three convolutional
layers and ending with a max pooling layer as further detailed
in section 4. During Siamese feature extraction, pairs of lowlevel feature vectors (x1 , x2 ) are used as input in an intra-pair
sequential fashion. This is indicated in Figure 1 by the s1 switch
which first connects x1 to z1 and then x2 to z2 . The Euclidean
distance ǫ between two resulting high-level feature vectors z1
and z2 is then computed and used in the network’s loss function.
After the Siamese feature extraction is completed, the already trained feature extractor f is used in conjunction with the
multilayer perceptron (MLP) gender recognizer g, with weights
and biases parameters Φg , in order to estimate the speaker gender label’s probabilities P (Γ). The weights and biases parameters Φc of the feature extractor f are kept fixed and solely the
weights and biases parameters Φg of g are trained. Only one
low-level input vector x is required for gender recognition. This
is also depicted in Figure 1 when considering the use of the x1
to z1 path exclusively.
The threat model (attacker), which consists of an MLPbased classifier a with weights and biases parameters Φa , intercepts the high-level feature vectors z during gender recognition
inference, and uses them in order to estimate the speaker label’s
probabilities P (Σ).

As we are interested in identifying the feature representation’s non-linear discriminative characteristics and we also wish
to obtain a class prediction for a single input vector thus avoiding the need for input pairs, we will only use the above thresholding for validation purposes as further described in section 5.
The gender classification task, using the now trained Siamese
feature extractor f , will be performed by the gender recognizer
network described next.
3.3. Gender recognizer
The objective of the gender recognizer g is to perform speaker
gender recognition using the feature representation provided by
the feature extractor f . This is implemented in a separate training procedure where we use the entire trust model depicted in
Figure 1 while keeping Φc fixed and only updating Φg . This
can be formulated as as minimizing the cross-entropy between
the gender labels’ true P (Γt ) and estimated P (Γ) probability
distributions:
min EΓt ∼p(Γt ) [− log p(Γ)].
(3)

3.2. Feature extractor

Φg

In our proposed scenario, the objective of the feature extractor is to develop a feature representation that can still be used
to discriminate between male and female speakers but which,
at the same time, can anonymize the identity of the speakers.
Inspired by the concept of k-anonymity [13] where the information of each individual contained in a dataset should not be distinguishable from at least k-1 other individuals from the same
dataset, we propose separately mapping all female and all male
speakers into very close class-wise Euclidean proximity representations. In this way, an attacker will have a more difficult
task in identifying one specific female or male speaker out of
a group of female or male speakers. At the same time, we still
wish to have an easy discrimination between the male and female groups and to achieve this, we propose to increase the Euclidean distance between the feature mappings of the two gender classes. This so far is exactly the principle behind Siamese
neural networks, which is our proposed approach for achieving
the aforementioned objectives.
The traditional layout of Siamese networks as introduced
by [9] consists of two identical neural networks with conjoined
(shared) weights and biases which concomitantly process two
input vectors and optimize their Euclidean distance. For ease of
implementation we have translated this parallel structure into a

3.4. Speaker identifier
We use the feature extractor f to extract the high-level feature representation Z which is then used by the attacker (threat
model). The goal of the attacker is to perform speaker identification as best as possible using the intercepted feature set
Z. This is implemented in a separate training procedure where
we concatenate f with a and only update Φa while keeping Φc
fixed. The objective loss function to be minimized is the crossentropy between the speaker labels’ true P (Σt ) and estimated
P (Σ) probability distributions:
min EΣt ∼p(Σt ) [− log p(Σ)].
Φa

(4)

4. Network configuration
4.1. Low-level feature extraction
We use the mel-frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) representation of the signal xsig (t) as the low-level feature input for
the neural-network-based high-level feature extractor f . After applying a short-time Fourier transform (STFT) Xstft (κ, b)
with window length L1 and step R1 to xsig (t), where κ and b
denote the frequency bin and time frame index, respectively,
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Table 1: Division of audio data into training, evaluation and
testing sets, along with corresponding subsets.
✁atten
1x512
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Figure 2: Network architecture for Siamese privacy-preserving
feature extraction.

5. Experiments
5.1. Database and settings

we map the squared-magnitude spectrum onto the Mel scale
[14], resulting in the Mel-spectrum Xmel (k′ , b), where k′ =
0, 1, . . . , K ′ − 1 is the index of the Mel scale frequency bin.
The MFCC features Xmfcc (η, b) with the cepstral coefficient index η = 0, 1, . . . , K ′′ − 1 are computed by taking the discrete
cosine transform of the logarithm of the absolute Mel-spectrum
and selecting the first K ′′ coefficients.

The database contains 420 speakers from the TIMIT corpus
[18], of which 290 are male and 130 are female, with an average
of 31 seconds of audio per speaker. From these we build training, evaluation and testing sets. We select St /2 male and St /2
female speakers, and randomly split every individual’s audio
data into gender-training (70%) and gender-evaluation (30%)
sets. We use all the audio data from the remainder 420 − St
speakers as the gender-testing set.
The remainder 420 − St speakers are also divided into subgroups of St , and every speaker’s audio data is randomly split
into attacker-training (70%) and attacker-evaluation (30%)
subsets, together forming the attacker-testing set. This structure is also described in Table 1, for St = 20 speakers as chosen for this implementation. Other parameters used follow the
initialization described in section 4.
We propose to use accuracy as a performance measure for
both gender and speaker classification, where:

4.2. High-level Siamese feature extraction
The architecture of the Siamese feature extractor f is inspired by the VGG-16 layout [15] and shown in Figure 2
for G = 5 CNN-based cj groups, where j ∈ [1, G].
Each group cj consists of a batch normalization layer followed hby a series of
i three identical convolutional layers of
′′
′
K ′′
sizes 2K
j−1 × 2j−1 containing Fj kernels of size Fj , and
ends with a max pooling layer of stride 2 and filter size
[2 × 2]. The feature extractor
uses the low-level
feature
i
h
stream Xmfcc of the form R1TK ′′ × K ′′ × K ′′ , where T is
the signal’s time
h length. ′′The extractor’s
i output is stacked in
K ′′
the form of R1TK ′′ × K
×
×
F
and then flattened,
G
G
G
2
2
where each resulting high-level feature vector is responsible
for a receptive field of length K ′′ R1 s. In Figure 2 this
is depicted for the empirically chosen values of K ′ = 64,
K ′′ = 32, (F1 , F2 , F3 , F4 , F5 ) = (64, 128, 256, 512, 512),
(F1′ , F2′ , F3′ , F4′ , F5′ ) = (5, 3, 3, 2, 2), L1 = 0.026 s and R1 =
0.013 s. These are further used in section 5.

accuracy =

no. of correctly classified samples
.
total no. of samples

(5)

The experiments described in this section are performed for
10 cross-validation iterations, each iteration employing random
data shuffling, and the presented accuracies are the averaged
values of the aforementioned cross-validation iterations.
5.2. Siamese feature extraction
We first train the feature extractor f using the parameter configuration indicated in section 4.2. During this experiment we
systematically vary the total number G of CNN-based groups,
where G ∈ [1, 5], as we have further observed that a larger interval offers no significant change in performance.
For the Siamese training procedure, we group all the lowlevel features X into pairs (x1 , x2 ) so that in the gender-training
set each feature vector is paired with a similar or a dissimilar
feature vector. In the end, the ratio of similar and dissimilar
pairs is roughly 50/50. In this experiment, the margin parameter marg was empirically set to 1. The Siamese training is
performed using a batch size of 150 samples for a maximum
of 75 epochs or until it is interrupted by a cross-entropy-based
early stopping function that prevents overfitting. This uses data
from the gender-training set along with the thresholding function described in Eq. 2 to predict the similarity between two
input vectors.

4.3. Gender recognizer and speaker identifier
We perform gender recognition and speaker identification for
each resulting high level feature vector z by using the MLP architectures g and respectively a presented in Figure 2. Both
MLP architectures consist of 1024 fully connected nodes that
use ReLu activation functions and a final layer of two respectively St output nodes, on which we apply a softmax function.
For training we employ the Adam optimizer [16] with a learning
rate of 0.0002 and we also use a dropout rate of 0.5 [17].
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Figure 4: Comparison of gender recognition (Gender test) vs.
speaker identification accuracies (Attacker test) for adversarial
[8], variational-information [10] and Siamese feature extraction methods using similar experimental conditions.

Figure 3: The influence of the number of CNN groups G on
gender recognition (Gender test) vs. speaker identification accuracies (Attacker test) using Siamese feature extraction along
with reference accuracies for non-Siamese feature extraction.

feature extraction, the attacker accuracy drops to 33 % with
minimum impact on the trust model’s performance. Further on,
we increase the degree of specialization of the feature extractor
by increasing the number of CNN groups G and their respective number of kernels Fj while at the same time decreasing
their kernel sizes Fj′ as indicated in section 4.2. This allows
the extractor to gradually progress from larger-scoped to more
task-specific features that better serve the Euclidean space optimization. Top performance is achieved for G = 5 groups, with
a gender testing accuracy of 94 % and an attacker accuracy of
11 %, the latter being very close to the 10 % random guessing attacker accuracy for St = 20 speakers where the speaker
gender is known. We have compared these results with results
from our previous investigations that used adversarial [8] and
variational-information [10] feature extraction in similar experimental conditions, testing 20 speaker groups from the TIMIT
database. This comparison is depicted in Figure 4, where the
largest trade-off between gender recognition and speaker identification is selected from the previous works. We argue that the
current method’s advantage over the former ones lies in specifically including the contrastive Euclidean distance constraints in
the training procedure thus anonymizing each gender class separately, while both former approaches tend to anonymize the
entire feature set regardless of the gender class.

5.3. Gender recognition vs. speaker identification
For each value of G we deploy and analyze the performance of
the trust and threat models and show them in Figure 3. The horizontal axis indicates the value of G. We use the already trained
feature extractor f and concatenate it with the gender recognizer g as indicated in section 3.3. The gender training is performed for 30 epochs using individual samples (not pairs) from
the gender-training grouped in batches of 200 samples. The
model is evaluated using individual samples from the genderevaluation set. In Figure 3, under the label ”Gender test”, we
show the gender recognition accuracies using the testing set.
We simulate a feature interception attack by using the already trained feature extractor f and concatenating it with the
speaker identifier a as indicated in section 3.4. The network is
trained using samples from the attacker-testing set, more specifically from the attacker-training subset. Training is performed
for 150 epochs using a batch size of 90 samples. The accuracy of the attack is evaluated using samples from the attackerevaluation subset and shown in Figure 3, under the label ”Attacker test”.
In order to underline the ML privacy risks and set a point
of reference, we have also simulated a non-privacy-preserving
gender recognition that uses the trust model with G = 1 and
which is trained as a traditional CNN network (no Siamese
training) using individual low-level input vectors (not pairs)
from the gender-training set. During the training procedure all
of the trust model’s parameters Φc and Φg are updated. As
before, the attacker intercepts the features and uses them for
speaker identification. The afferent results are show in Figure 3
under the ”Gender reference” and ”Attacker reference” labels.

6. Conclusions
Empirical evidence was provided to underline the privacy risks
entailed by DNN-based feature extraction and a Siamese network architecture was successfully employed to drastically reduce the aforementioned risks. The degree of network specialization was systematically analyzed and the proposed solution was proven to outperform previously investigated privacypreserving methods. The system’s two competing tasks were
chosen as to better illustrate the proposed concept and in future works we intend to expand the investigation to multi-class
application scenarios.

5.4. Discussion
In the previously mentioned reference experiment, where no
Siamese training is used, the gender recognition accuracy is of
95 % while the speaker identification accuracy of an attacker
who has intercepted the features is as high as 65 %, thus illustrating the privacy risks entailed by non-privacy-preserving
ML algorithms. After employing privacy-preserving Siamese
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